DAGRON ( ) La Poste par pigeons voyageurs, souvenir du siège de Paris. Tours, 1871. Add note: ** This work is found in two forms: 1. Contains 44 pp. 2. Contains 56 pp. The text was corrected in pen and ink or a printed slip pasted over words which required altering. The copy in the library has not got the specimen of the stamps described, which should accompany the work.

--- The Poit by travelling pigeons. A remembrance of the siege of Paris, with an identical specimen of one of the dispatches sent to Paris by travelling pigeons photographed (sic) by D. The alone government's photographic for all the official and private dispatches on a film. Notice on the journey of the balloon the Niepe bearing away M. D. and his assistants and details on the mission they had to accomplish.

Tours—Bordeaux, Paris [printed], 1870-1871. 16°, 7 in. 24 pp., film enclosed in a small envelope. Coloured paper wrapper.

--- This is an English translation of the work in French. There is a copy in the library of the British Museum with the Press mark: B. n. 16.


--- The front page bears "Postage stamps of the Republic of Formosa" and on page (3) are attached actual specimens of the films described, which should accompany the work.


--- The edition was limited to 50 copies. The article was reprinted from "Aanais de la Sociedad Filatélica de Chile," vol. v. pp. 6-9. Miss. St. Pamph. 146 (17).


DAVIDSON (James W.) The Republic of Formosa and the issue of postage stamps by the Black-Flag chief Liu Yong-fu as a government revenue. Hongkong, [1895]. 12°, 5j in. 4 pp. Wanting.

--- The front page bears "Postage stamps of the Republic of Formosa" and on page (3) are attached actual specimens of the three stamps which are said to have formed the second issue: "30 cash (3 cents); 50 cash (5 cents); 100 cash (10 cents)." Wanting.

DAVIE ( ) should read DAVIE (John Hunter).


DELENNE (J.) Catalogue No. 6. Paris, November, 1894. Add note: * This work is found in two forms: 1. Contains a list of France and Colonies only with 36 pp. 2. Same as 1, but with pp. 37-75 added, these extra pages consisting of a price list of stamps from Azores to Zululand.

DESEIGNEZ (Eauvray) L'Art de décorer les assiettes avec des timbres-poste. [New edition.]


--- The front page is pictrured on rose paper and is dated "1900." This little work was a reprint of part of an article in the "Collectionner des Timbres Poste" of February 1890, 1890. Miss. St. Pamph. 141 (1)


DICKINSON (John) See Remarks. Remarks respecting the stamp revenue, 1833, fol.


DIFER (Emilio) Dr. Les Timbres-poste dels Romagnes. Bruxelles, 1898. In the note the word "end" is omitted before "of 1897."

DOMINICA. See LEEWARD ISLANDS.


--- * Presented to the library by W. R. Ricketts. Miss. St. Pamph. 139 (0).

DOUGHTY (Francis Worcester) How to collect stamps and coins. [New edition.]

New York, Frank Tousey, 1907. 8°, 6j in. 66 pp. Paper wrapper.

--- * Presented to the library by E. D. Bacon. Miss. St. Pamph. 139 (7).

DRESSEN (Internationaler Philatelisten Verein. Dresden) Vertrauliche Mittheilung, No. 5, 1883. Add note: * There are two editions of this. One of these is numbered "4 and 5" and has 63 pages, while the other is numbered "5" and has 49 pages.

DURIN (Leon W.) should read DURIN (Leonidas W.)

--- Catalogue. Ninth edition. Philadelphia, Pa., 1892. Add to note: This edition was also used by Wm. M. Powell and Co. of Philadelphia, Pa., and F. Trifet made use of Powell's printing by pasting a label, with his name and address, on the wrapper.

DURIN AND HANES. Descriptive catalogue.

Eighteenth edition, Philadelphia, Pa., 1891. Add to note: This edition is also found printed on quadrillé paper, interleafed, and bound in full leather.

DÜRERSCHE BUCHHANDLUNG. Handbuch für Briefmarken-Sammler, Leipzig, 1883. Delete: "Wanting."


EAGLE (Clarence H.) U.S. revenues listed and priced.


--- Add note: * This work is found in two forms: 1. Contains an article in the "Collecitonner de Timbres Poste" of February 1890, 1890. Miss. St. Pamph. 141 (1)

The shelfmark is the number adjacent to the entry preceded by the word Crawford.